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Almost 50 years ago Marantz introduced the legendary Models 7 and 9, ..... That's 64 times greater than conventional CD, and means much more detail is captured .... Multi-bit D/A conversion via CS4392 DAC ... in the Premium Series, it represents the ultimate addition to any audiophile's ...... PC Connection: Serial / USB. 
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SELECTION OF AWARDS SR-7500



AV RECEIVER OF THE YEAR ‘05 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



PM-15S1



EISA BEST PRODUCT 2005-2006



MORE FROM MARANTZ



VP-12S2



VIDEO PROJECTOR OF THE YEAR ‘03 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



SR-7300



AV RECEIVER OF THE YEAR ‘03 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



2006 - 2007



DV-17



1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



Hi-Fi Components



DV-8300



EUROPEAN AUDIO PLAYER 2002-2003; EUROPEAN IMAGING AND SOUND ASSOCIATION



DV-8300



HIFI COMPONENT OF THE YEAR ‘02 MEDIA TOTAAL MAGAZINE, HOLLAND



2005



Home Theatre



DV-4100 OSE



PRODUCT OF THE YEAR ‘01 WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, U.K. SOUND AND VISION AWARD ‘01 WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, U.K.



SR-14mkII



1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY HOME THEATRE AWARD ‘01 HOME THEATRE MAGAZINE, FRANCE



SR-9200



HOME CINEMA COMPONENT OF THE YEAR ‘02 MEDIA TOTAAL MAGAZINE, HOLLAND



Home Theatre Each and every one of our Home Theatre Components is capable of reproducing the purest, most realistic sonic performance in your home. We know that true AV is about being able to reproduce the magic of the soundtrack. It’s about experiencing movies as the producer intended and music just as the artist recorded.



SR-4200



BEST BUY ‘01 WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, U.K.



AV-9000



GOLDEN EAR ‘01 AUDIO MAGAZINE, GERMANY



PM-17mkII



GOLDEN EAR ‘01 AUDIO MAGAZINE, GERMANY



PM-7000



GOLDEN EAR ‘01 AUDIO MAGAZINE, GERMANY 1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



CD-17mkII



1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



CD-6000 OSE



GOLDEN EAR ‘01 AUDIO MAGAZINE, GERMANY 1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



CD-6000 OSE LE



BEST CD PLAYER ‘01 DIAPASON MAGAZINE, FRANCE



CD-6000 KI



BEST CD PLAYER ‘01 ON/OFF MAGAZINE, SPAIN



DR-6000



BEST RECORDING MEDIA ‘01 HOME ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE, U.K.



ST-6000



1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



DV-18



DVD PLAYER OF THE YEAR ‘01 AVL MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



SR-18



AV RECEIVER OF THE YEAR ‘00 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



SR-7400



AV RECEIVER OF THE YEAR ‘04 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



For additional information or demonstration centres, please contact the Australian Marantz distributor, QualiFi Pty Ltd Phone: (03) 8542 1111 • email: [email protected] • www.marantz.com.au • www.qualifi.com.au



SR-4500



BEST SURROUND AMP/RECEIVER UNDER $2,000. SMARTHOUSE BEST OF THE BEST AWARDS 2005.



Marantz reserves the right to change the design and specification of goods without notice.• Microsoft, HDCD, and the HDCD logo are trademarks ,or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation • Kodak and Kodak Picture CD are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Company • Super Audio CD, SA-CD and the SA-CD logo are registered trademarks of Royal Philips Electronics NV and Sony Corporation • Direct Stream Digital and DSD logo are trademarks of the Sony Corporation.
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We question quality So you don’t need to Ask yourself. Do the large dynamic swings and very loud notes sound powerful and proud, or are they muffled and shaky? Is each instrument authentic and individual, staying in one place on the soundstage, or do the instruments move around at different volumes?
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These are just some of the questions we continually ask ourselves at Marantz. Because we understand that immaculate specifications and technical triumphs are nothing… unless they unlock and release the power, the excitement, and the emotion of the music itself. It’s all part of our passion for quality – a passion that has driven the conception, design, development and perfection of the latest Hi-Fi range of Marantz components. Because music matters. Enjoy.
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Extreme indulgence Almost 50 years ago Marantz introduced the legendary Models 7 and 9, and overnight redefined the standards in audio style, authenticity and quality. Today, these models are still sought after by audiophiles. Not only did they fuse together original circuit design with rational thinking and aesthetic elegance, they also set the direction that audio evolution has taken ever since. Today, the distinctive voices of the Models 7 and 9 are alive and kicking in the stereo control amplifier SC-7S1 and power amplifier MA-9S1 – for the music connoisseur who simply must have the best in reference-quality ‘super audio’ fulfilment.



SC-7S1 REFERENCE STEREO CONTROL AMPLIFIER



THE CONCEPT: CHANNEL SEPARATION FOR SUPER WIDE RANGE AND DYNAMIC AUDIO We think it’s of the utmost importance to extend high frequency response as well as channel separation so you can hear the true meaning of ‘Super Audio’. This is why we have designed the input and output circuitry, volume control section, and power supply circuits according to this philosophy. The result: an astonishing channel separation of over 100 dB at 20 kHz. FLOATING CONTROL BUS SYSTEM We make it possible to synchronously drive two or more control amps by using a floating control bus system connected to as many as 6 sets of control amplifiers. We also enable you to trim levels using the remote control, making it easy to set up the optimal sound field on a Multi-Channel configuration. The highest achievable stereo performance can be accomplished when a system configured with two sets of SC-7S1 and four sets of MA-9S1 are connected in a bi-amped mode. You will experience superb sound with unbelievable channel separation. (see Fig.1, page 6) FULLY BALANCED CONTROL AMP WITH AN 8-GANG LINEAR VOLUME CONTROL The SC-7S1 is a full balanced, two channel control amp providing the channel separation you need for Super Audio. Based on our own high quality 4-Gang Active Volume Control we have developed an even better 8-Gang Linear Control volume that reduces gang errors from 0 to 100 dB, ±0.5 dB. By adding an additional HDAM SA* (High Definition Amplifier Module), we improved the Common Mode Reject Ratio (CMRR) dramatically, attaining an incredible ultra-wide frequency band of 150 kHz and succeeded in producing the perfect control amplifier for Super Audio CD. CHOKE INPUT SYSTEM In the power supply section, the choke input topology was adopted to drastically reduce rectifier harmonic noise. This system is especially suitable for a control amplifier in which very small signal amplification occurs. *HDAM SA The feedback impedance of the Current Feedback circuit was reduced to its minimum to make it faster. We developed a new High Definition Amplifier Modules (HDAM), a separated module operating as a buffer for the amplifier. The SC-7S1 has four HDAMs on each input-output buffer and another four units on the V/I Converter.
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REFERENCE STEREO CONTROL AMPLIFIER
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MA-9S1 REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPLIFIER



FULLY BALANCED MONAURAL POWER AMP To minimise the influence of strong ‘return current’ occurring from the loudspeaker system, the circuit for the power amp consists of two amplifiers giving a voltage gain amp of 23 dB, in a 3 paralleled push-pull balanced construction, for the final buffer amp of 6 dB. CHOKE INPUT SYSTEM The power supply of the voltage gain amplifier’s adopted choke input system has few ripples and is durable with load changes. This can prevent noise from the amplifier as well as reduce noise from the primary winding, resulting in a clean power supply. ULTRA LOW IMPEDANCE AMPLIFIER The buffer amplifier’s power supply block, which supports the high current delivery capability, uses a capacitance input system to realise very low impedance. The Super-Ring Power Transformer, the low impedance electrolytic capacitors, the very large gauge internal wiring, and the thick pattern PCB all contribute in supplying the required power. Even if amplifiers have the same power specifications, their performance may not be the same due to a difference in current delivery capability. The delivery capability of a power amplifier depends on how instantaneous the current supply is. That’s why the power supply for the MA-9S1 was completely revamped to give it a truly instantaneous current supply capability that has been increased three times as much compared to any Marantz product designed before. Fig.1 - Ultimate performance set-up



Music Source (SACD, etc)



SC-7S1



MA-9S1



MA-9S1
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REFERENCE MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER



Enhanced musicality In the long search for the perfect hi-fi, the Marantz philosophy is simple: to maintain the purity and integrity of the original signal at all times. This, we believe, is the only route to achieving true hi-fi sound quality. At Marantz we believe music should be heard as originally intended by the artists, composers, and performers we admire. So when we design Premium Amplifiers, we begin by shortening signal pathways to minimise the possibility of distortion. Even our signal switches are built to audiophile specification with high quality contacts and electronic relay switched input circuitry, all in a sealed and dust-free environment. Power supplies are highly specified, using only top quality components. Left and right signal paths are symmetrical to ensure perfect imaging across the stereo field. Even the heatsinks are separated to minimise channel crosstalk. Thus, Premium Amplifiers deliver a broad and accurate soundstage, with each instrument perfectly focused in its position in the stereo picture. We believe musical expression is at the heart of our search for perfect hi-fi. That’s why we design Premium components to deliver the truest possible rendering of musical dynamics. A Linear Drive Power Supply (LDPS) works in conjunction with current feedback amplification to act as a limitless reserve of power for PremiumSeries Amplifiers. With this depth of power, even the most extreme dynamic moments are delivered with perfect expression. Premium-Series Amplifiers are built to respond to the steepest signal attacks with incredible speed and accuracy, so none of the subtleties in the ebb and flow of the music are lost. The short, symmetrical signal paths and discrete surface-mount components of Marantz’s own Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules (HDAM) make them superior to traditional integrated circuit Op-Amps – which have a poorer slew rate and are too-slow-acting to deliver the audio signal’s transient character faithfully. Premium-Series Amplifiers encapsulate perfectly our determination to achieve the highest possible quality audio performance.



PREMIUM STEREO AMPLIFIERS
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PM-11S1



PM-15S1



INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER



INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER



The PM-11S1 has a massive energy reserve to drive even the most difficult speakers with ease – thanks to its newly developed low-impedance, wide-bandwidth power supply.



Built according to the new Premium Series design guidelines the PM-15S1 has a 3-stage



In addition, the copper-plated chassis and rear panel minimise signal-degrading electromagnetic interference, whilst the rigid chassis and solid aluminium case virtually eliminate mechanical vibration. Inside, the 3-stage construction keeps the power supply, the pre-amplifier and the amplifier completely separate to ensure absolute system integrity. For true clarity, only the shortest possible signal paths are used, while independent left and right heatsinks eliminate cross-channel interference. The PM-11S1 gives you extraordinary stereo sound quality, and by chaining up to four PM-11S1s, with our Floating Control Bus, it delivers an exceptional multi-channel experience.



new HDAM-SAs for dynamic sound and perfect stereo imaging. For true clarity, only the



Furthermore a bi-amping possibility offers an extraordinary channel separation and best sound image by using two PM-11S1s. In total, the PM-11S1 is a totally no-compromise unit that will leave you breathless.



channel separation and best sound image by using two PM-15S1s. A true completion on



• Full discrete Current Feedback amplification • Ultra stabil power output of 2 x 100 Watts at 8 Ohms RMS and 2 x 200 Watts at 4 Ohms RMS • High quality linear volume control with dual Wolfson WM8816 • Massive shielded Super Ring transformer and Customised Components • Choke input power supply to reduce rectifier harmonic noise • Three-stage amplification construction • Short discrete circuit architecture with symmetrical layout • Balanced input and fully balanced signal handling up to speaker terminal • Marantz Current Feedback HDAMs • Floating Control Bus for audiophile multi-channel, vertical and horizontal bi-amping capability • MM / MC phono stage with Current Feedback technology • Rigid double layer chassis construction with aluminium front and side panels • Copper Plated chassis, rear panel and system block shielding • Tone control and Source Direct function • Low noise inverted LCD display • Blue illumination (switchable)



construction to ensure absolute system integrity. It includes full Current Feedback and shortest possible signal paths are used, utilising the best components available, while independent left and right heatsinks eliminate cross-channel interference. To further enhance signal performance, the solid chassis construction and an additional bottom plate minimise external noise. Precision linear volume control is provided by the Wolfson WM8816, next to a top-quality Current Feedback MM / MC phono stage. By chaining up to four PM-15S1s, with our Floating Control Bus, it delivers an exceptional multi-channel experience. Furthermore an bi-amping possibility offers an extraordinary a magnificent amplifier. • Full discrete Current Feedback amplification • Power output of 2 x 90 Watts at 8 Ohms RMS and 2x 140 Watts at 4 Ohms RMS • High quality linear volume control with Wolfson WM8816 • Shielded Toroidal transformer • High-grade audio components • Three-stage amplification construction • Symmetric circuit architecture with system block shielding • Short discrete circuit architecture • Marantz Current Feedback HDAMs • Floating control bus for audiophile multi channel, vertical and horizontal bi-amping capability • MM/MC phono stage with current feedback technology • Rigid double layer chassis construction with aluminium front and side panels • Tone control and Source Direct function • WBT speaker terminals • Low noise inverted LCD display • Blue illumination (switchable) • Aluminium top system remote control



• Aluminium top system remote control
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PREMIUM STEREO AMPLIFIERS



PREMIUM STEREO AMPLIFIERS
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STEREO AMPLIFIERS



PM-7001 KI



PM-4001 OSE



INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER



INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER



KI Signature version of the PM-7001 • 2 x 70 Watts (8 Ohm RMS) power amplification • Power stage with Current Feedback technology for fast signal handling and extended frequency range • Toroidal transformer • Customised audio components • Copper plated chassis and back panel • Marantz Current Feedback Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules HDAM-SA2 • Symmetric circuit architecture • Linear Drive Power Supply • Source Direct function for best sound quality • Tone control • Pre Out / Main In connectivity • Six audio inputs including phono (MM) • Full recording out selector • Two pair of speaker output – A/B • System remote control and Marantz D-Bus



• Original Special Edition of the PM-4001 • 2 x 40 Watts (8 Ohm RMS) power amplification • Customised audio components for OSE performance • Solid metal front panel and rigid chassis construction • Symmetric circuit architecture • Full recording out selector and Tape monitor function • Source Direct function • Tone control • Two pair of speaker output – A/B • Six audio inputs including phono (MM) • Headphone output • System remote control and Marantz D-Bus



PM-7001



PM-4001



INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER



INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER



• 2 x 70 Watts (8 Ohm RMS) power amplification • Power stage with Current Feedback technology for fast signal handling and extended frequency range • Marantz Current Feedback Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules (HDAM-SA2) • Symmetric circuit architecture • Linear Drive Power Supply • High-grade audio components • Source Direct function for best sound quality • Full recording out selector • Six audio inputs including phono (MM) • Tone control • Pre Out / Main In connectivity • Two pair of speaker output – A/B • System remote control and Marantz D-Bus



• 2 x 40 Watts (8 Ohm RMS) power amplification • Solid metal front panel and rigid chassis construction • Symmetric circuit architecture • High-grade audio components • Full recording out selector • Tape monitor function • Tone control • Source Direct function • Two pair of speaker output – A/B • Six audio inputs including phono (MM) • Headphone output • System remote control and Marantz D-Bus



STEREO AMPLIFIERS
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CR-401 CD-RECEIVER



• High quality CD-Receiver system • 2 x 30 Watts (6 Ohm RMS) discrete power amplification • Stereo FM and AM reception • RDS function with station name and radio text indication • Solid metal front panel and rigid chassis construction • Easy to use button layout on front panel operation • High quality playback of almost any 12 cm disc including CD, CD-R/RW • MP3 playback including text information • Clock and Sleep timer function • Headphone output • Tone control and source direct function • 3 line in and 2 line out plus digital optical output • Subwoofer pre out • Dedicated remote control and Marantz D-Bus • Also available with Digital Radio Tuner (DAB) – Model CR601



Cute size, surprising performance



SR-4320 STEREO RECEIVER



High fidelity stereo is now available in an integrated compact system with tuner, amplifier and CD player in one compact box. Advanced functionality, such as DAB and MP3 playback, perfectly complements top-quality sound and superb performance. A fabulous audio experience that also saves space.
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CD/STEREO RECEIVERS



• 2 x 80 Watts (8 Ohm RMS) power amplification • FM / AM tuner with 30 random presets • Symmetric circuit architecture • Separate solid heatsinks • Tone control and Source Direct function • Pre-output and main-input for upgrade possibilities • Four audio inputs including phono (MM) • Three audio/video combined inputs and monitor output • Sleep and timer function • Speaker A/B • System remote control and Marantz D-Bus



CD/STEREO RECEIVERS
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Be amazed by the quality of Super Audio CD (SACD), a new digital reproduction technology that delivers truly live-sounding music. The unrivalled depth,detail and realism come staggeringly close to an actual performance. It injects such a sensation of spaciousness, you feel like you’re actually there. SACD combines digital speed and accuracy with analog warmth and musicality. ENJOY A REALISTIC LIVE SOUND WITHOUT EVEN LEAVING YOUR ARMCHAIR! A natural, involving performance SACD is based on Direct Stream Digital (DSD) encoding a one-bit recording process which faithfully converts digital data directly into analogue sound. By bypassing a whole stage in the traditional digital recording and playback process – in which analogue signals are converted into digital data and then back again – it avoids digital filtering which is a potential source of noise and interference in conventional CD systems.



Closer to perfection with Super Audio CD



An unprecedented high sampling rate of 2.8224 MHz is another factor contributing to SACD’s extra performance. That’s 64 times greater than conventional CD, and means much more detail is captured across a wider frequency (100 kHz against CD’s 20 kHz) range. SACD’s dynamic range far exceeds anything that’s gone before, reaching 120 dB within the range of human hearing. The net result is more depth, breadth and fine detail so music sounds natural and emotionally involving. FORWARD AND BACKWARD COMPATIBLE Thanks to forward and backward compatibility of the SACD format, you can continue to enjoy your CD and CD Recordable. You can even begin your collection of SACDs before you invest in a SACD player. The ‘hybrid’ SACD discs also contain a dedicated layer for conventional CD formats so you can play them on existing CD players. Marantz Multi-Channel SACD Players produce realistic sound using five loudspeakers and an optional subwoofer. Quality touches like solid metal case, copper plated rear panel and isolated internal circuit blocks. Dual HDAM is employed at the output stage, which far outperforms integrated Op-Amps in terms of responsiveness to music’s dynamic surges and steep signal attacks. Engineered to meet the goal of reproducing the magic of a pure performance, the SA-11sl and SA-15sl are part of the Marantz Premium Series; the highest achievement of Marantz designers and engineers. Marantz Super Audio CD Players are based upon the Direct Stream Digital (DSD) information storage format. DSD ensures the highest quality in digital to analog conversion. They are equipped with uniquely selected components – delivering the dynamics, depth and sonic accuracy of the original sound stage. It’s all about experiencing music as the artist intended, with the purest, most realistic music for your environment.
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SACD PLAYERS



SACD PLAYERS
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SA-11S1



SA-15S1



STEREO SA-CD PLAYER



STEREO SA-CD PLAYER



Integration no longer need come at the expense of audio quality, as proven by the new



The SA-15S1 further proves reference-quality CD playback and the full magnificence of the SA-CD format. The cabinet is built according to the new Marantz premium design guidelines and the working mechanism has a black surface to prevent laser light



SA-11S1 SA-CD player. It is constructed according to highest standards with a copper shielded chassis, high-grade power supply and best-in-class components. It utilises all the benefits of the SA-CD format and creates reference-quality playback of all CDs. The new DAC, in combination with Marantz’s exclusive digital filtering, provides stunning SA-CD and Audio CD stereo playback. The result? Sustained signal integrity, original sound stage reproduction, unsurpassed rhythmic intensity, and a quality of dynamics and pace more usually associated with the recording studio. The multitude of sound enhancements make this player a must for every audiophile and true music lover.



distortion. For further sound improvements the CS4397 D/A converter is serviced with an ultra-high precision system clock to eliminate jitter distortion. The output stage is built in Current Feedback topology with the HDAM modules offering a high bandwidth and fast signal handling needed for pure audiophile playback regardless of the format. All of which makes the SA-15S1 a truly exquisite component. • Audiophile SA-CD (stereo) and CD DA player



• Audiophile SA-CD (stereo) and CD DA player



• Highly precise ‘Super’ Audio D/A converter CS4397 from Crystal



• High grade DSP technology for Marantz exclusive digital filtering options



• High performance system clock to reduce jitter to the minimum



• Selectable filters (3) characteristic for SA-CD or CD



• Short symmetric discrete circuit architecture



• Linear Music Filter, Short Filter and Standard FIR Filter with >50dB stopband attenuation



• Marantz’ Current Feedback Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules (HDAM)



• Switchable DC filter to cancel offsets on former CDs



• Zero-Impedance Matching Joint for best signal to noise ratio



• Switchable Noise Shaper for additional fine tuning



• Gold plated RCA output terminals



• Short symmetric discrete circuit architecture



• Dedicated top grade headphone circuitry with a fast Current Feedback circuitry



• Fully balanced signal handling with dedicated digital to analogue converters in differential mode



• Rigid double layer chassis construction with aluminium front and side panels



• Marantz Current Feedback Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules (HDAM) • High grade Customised Components • Super Ring transformer for stabile power delivery



• High grade Customised Components



• Low noise LCD display • Blue illumination (switchable) • Aluminium top remote control with Marantz amplifier control • Marantz D-Bus



• Choke input to reduce rectifier harmonic noise • Copper plated chassis, rear panel and system block shielding • Rigid double layer chassis construction with aluminium front and side panels • Balanced XLR and gold plated RCA output terminals • Blue illumination (switchable) • Aluminium top remote control with Marantz amplifier control • Marantz D-Bus
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PREMIUM SACD PLAYERS



PREMIUM SACD PLAYERS
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SA-7001 KI SA-CD PLAYER



• KI Signature version of the SA-7001 SA-CD (stereo) and CD-DA player • Toroidal transformer • Customised Components • Copper Plated chassis and back panel • Audiophile D/A conversion via the CS4397 ‘Super DAC’ • Marantz’ Current Feedback Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules (HDAM) • Dedicated power supply circuits for system blocks • Zero impedance matching joint • Symmetric discrete circuit architecture • Gold plated outputs for best connectivity • Display off function to minimise high frequency noise interference • High quality headphone fast current buffer output • Quick replay • Dedicated remote control and Marantz D-Bus



A touch of genius Ken Ishiwata is renowned throughout the world as ‘the master’ in high fidelity perfection. He now brings his more than two decades of experience as the master in his craft to each Marantz KI Signature product. His subtle modifications, using only the very best in top-quality components, takes audio excellence to a new level of exhilaration. In addition, as the originators of the Special Edition concept, Marantz offers the Original Special Edition (OSE): a selection of performance-optimised and price-optimised products for that extra special touch of finesse that unlocks and releases the true power of audio emotion.



SA-7001 SA-CD PLAYER



• SA-CD (stereo) and CD DA playback • Audiophile D/A conversion via the CS4397 ‘Super DAC’ • Marantz’ Current Feedback Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules • Dedicated power supply circuits for system blocks • High grade audio components • Zero impedance matching joint • Symmetric discrete circuit architecture • Gold plated outputs for best connectivity • Display off function to minimise high frequency noise interference • High quality headphone fast current buffer output • Quick replay • Dedicated remote and Marantz D-Bus
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SACD PLAYERS
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CD-5001 OSE CD PLAYER



CC-4300 CD CHANGER



• Original Special Edition of the CD-5001 • Customised audio components • Compatible with CD DA and CD-R/RW discs • Solid metal front panel and rigid chassis construction • CD-Text on front panel display (when available) • Multi-bit D/A conversion CS4392 • Gold plated cinch (RCA) • Display off function to minimise high frequency noise interference • Pitch control • Headphone output • Digital coaxial and optical outputs • Dedicated remote control and Marantz D-Bus



• Five disc CD changer • Compatible with CD DA and CD-R/RW discs • Multi-bit D/A conversion • Stable low resonance mechanism • Solid metal chassis • Headphone output • Digital coaxial and optical outputs • Auto Music Scan • Random and program play • RS232c port for system integration • Dedicated remote control and Marantz D-Bus



CD-5001 CD PLAYER



SD-4050 DUAL CASSETTE DECK



• Compatible with CD-DA and CD-R/RW discs • Solid metal front panel and rigid chassis construction • CD-Text on front panel display (when available) • Multi-bit D/A conversion via CS4392 DAC • High-grade audio components • Display off function to minimise high frequency noise interference • Headphone output • Digital coaxial and optical outputs • Auto Music Scan • Pitch control • Dedicated remote and Marantz D-Bus
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CD PLAYERS



• Twin auto reverse cassette deck • Super-hard permalloy heads • Automatic tape selector • Dolby B/C and HX Pro • MPX filter • High-speed dubbing • One touch recording • Fine bias tuning possibility • Synchronized recording with Marantz CD players • Pitch control • IR-receiver built-in • Marantz D-Bus for synchrony recording only



MULTI - CD / CASSETTE
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ST-7001 TUNER



• DAB digital dual band and analogue tuner • Band III, Band L, Stereo FM and MW reception • 192 kHz / 24-bit audio DAC • High grade audio components • Optical and Coaxial digital output • Optical RDI (Radio Data Interface) output



• Radio Data System (RDS) function • Jog-shuttle control • Solid metal front panel and rigid chassis construction • Manual station name input • Two hundred presets across all wavebands • Sleep and timer function • Dedicated remote control and Marantz D-Bus



ST-6001 TUNER



• Drift-free stereo FM, MW and LW reception • Radio Data System (RDS) function • Dual gate MOS-FET front end • Solid metal front panel and rigid chassis construction • High grade audio components



• IF bandwidth selector • Two FM antenna inputs • Manual station name input • 60 presets across all wavebands • Display dimmer (via external RC) • Sleep and timer function • Marantz D-Bus



TUNERS



Fulfilling numerous requests from analogue aficionados, Marantz developed the TT-15S1 premium turntable. With acrylic resin chassis, solid aluminium feet, magnetic anti-skating, ceramic bearings, and continuous silicon belt, it delivers top-class performance and uninterrupted listening pleasure. The TT-15S1 also includes the Marantz exclusive MM system in a stylish ebony body, so it is pleasing to the eye as well as the ear. Its anodised arm has been optimised to partner the unit perfectly, while the high-grade audio interconnect is directly fixed to the system. And, with a design that matches all other products in the Premium Series, it represents the ultimate addition to any audiophile’s Marantz home audio system. • Acryl chassis with heavy massive aluminium feet • Minimised chassis resonances • Chassis and feet shape matching to the new Premium design • Very tight platter tolerances to guarantee rotational accuracy • 3 cm thick heavy acryl platter • Ceramic bearing in polished sinter bronze cap • Endless silicon belt • Motor dampened and isolated from chassis to prevent any vibration influence



• Marantz exclusive MM system in ebony body • Anodised arm optimised to the system • Direct fixed, high grade interconnect of OFC copper with RCA plugs • Contact-free magnetic anti skating system • Fine adjustable counterweight • System pre-installed to assure easy set up • Clever Clamp for better contact of disc to platter • Black platter felt



TURNTABLE



TUNER
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TURNTABLE



TT-42



ST-4000



• 30 presets programmable – instant recall of up to 30 favourite stations • D-Bus allows for flexible system integration and intelligent system adaptation



TT-15S1



• Sleep & Timer function – waking up by the sound of your favourite music, using the timer function. Several different programs can be defined • Manual station name input – allows to add the name of favourite radio stations if not broadcasted or to customise given names



• Full automatic turntable system • Low noise design direct coupled DC servo motor • Belt-drive system • Low coloration tone arm • Full floating chassis • Full automatic end-of-side arm lift



• Manual start and cue control • Two speed selection • Ready fitted MM cartridge • Tone arm support with arm lock • Transparent dust cover



TURNTABLES
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MULTI-ZONE CONTROL AMPLIFIER



Distributed Audio System in your home



Specifically designed as a simple solution for those who want to extend high quality audio from their main listening room to rooms in the home, the ZS-5300 brings Marantz excellence to the distributed audio category, with a full 60 W RMS output from each of its six channels. It will direct up to three separate sources to three different rooms or zones. Need even more coverage? Simply use up to three ZS-5300s for nine-zone capability. Party Mode lets you send the same signal throughout your home. You’ll find front panel source and zone status indicators. And ‘pass through’ pre-amp outputs so you can add a more powerful amplifier if needed. An RC-5 remote connection, local input capability, and 12 V ‘trigger’ outputs complete the list of custom-friendly features. Sound quality? Well, suffice it to say that ‘Custom Retailer’, an influential magazine serving professional installers, said that the ZS-5300 had the “speed and clarity” of our famous MA-500 monoblock amplifiers and delivered a “sense of authority that is missing from lesser amps designed for Multi-Room use.”



The ZS-5300 acts as the hub of a Distributed Audio system and can be integrated with a Stereo Amplifier and a number of sources (CD Player, Radio Tuner, etc).



ZS-5300



• 6 x 60 W (All Discrete Amplifier Section) • Identical Audio Circuits for all 6 Channels • Matrix Audio Selector • Multiple Zone / Source Indicators • Connection for up to 3 Source Components



• 3 Independent Zones (rooms) • Expandable to 9 Independent Zones • Party mode • Dedicated Pre-out connection • DC Trigger output connections with status • RC-5 connections • Remote Control



stereo amplifier



All you will see is a pair of speakers in each of the extra areas (zones) – all you will hear is Hi-Fi quality music.



ZS-5300



CD Player



Zone 1 – Bedroom



Radio Tuner



ZONE 1



Media Server RX-77



(EXAMPLE: BEDROOM)



Share your music or enjoy individual music in up to three additional areas (zones) in your home.



Zone 2 – Kitchen



Each Zone is separately controlled by a Marantz Touchscreen Remote Control via a hidden RX-77 RF transmitter (see pages 26 / 27 for details).



ZONE 2



RX-77



(EXAMPLE: KITCHEN) Zone 3 – Outside Area



ZONE 3 ZS-5300
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DISTRIBUTED AUDIO



(EXAMPLE: OUTSIDE AREA)



RX-77 RC-5400 REMOTE CONTROL



DISTRIBUTED AUDIO
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RC-5400



More Control! Marantz Programmable System Controllers give you complete control over every function in your AV or Hi-Fi Home Entertainment system. The finest of adjustments can be made in an instant, with an intuitive interface that means you can control your audio visual enjoyment from anywhere in your home. Quickly and easily programmed – even via your PC – Marantz remote controls are the perfect partner for your home system.



PROGRAMMABLE TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM CONTROLLER



• • • • • • • • • • • •



Large monochrome touch screen LCD display with 16 greyscale levels 8 Mb non-volatile memory IR/RF transmission capability (RF with optional RX-77 RF extender unit) Programmable direct access hardbuttons and cursor control Macro programming possibility under any button Device and page menu 100% Editable screen Dedicated edit software (Wizz.it) PCF file format with CCF conversion possibility (via Wizz.it) Clock and date indication Transparent graphics for easy background integration USB communication port for PC connectivity



RC-9500 PROGRAMMABLE TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM CONTROLLER 6



• • • • • • • • • • • •



Large colour touch screen LCD display with 64K colours 16 Mb non-volatile memory IR/RF transmission capability (RF with optional RX-77 RF extender unit) 100% editable screen Direct access hardbuttons and cursor control Macro programming possibility under any button Device and page menu Clock and date indication with clock timer Transparent graphics and blending possibility USB communication port for PC connectivity Dedicated edit software (Wizz.it 9) PCF file format with CCF conversion possibility (via Wizz.it 9)



RX-77



RC-3200 PROGRAMMABLE TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM CONTROLLER



• • • • • • • • • • • •



Monochrome touch screen LCD display with 4 greyscale levels 1 Mb non-volatile memory Two-way IR communication with Marantz SR-9300 and SR-12S1 Programmable direct access hard buttons and cursor control Macro function with a large command capacity Large editable screen area Dedicated edit software (RC-3200 Setup) Clock and date indication Pre-programmed with Marantz IR codes NCF file format RS232c communication port for PC connectivity Back lighting and beep function



RC-1400 UNIVERSAL LEARNING SYSTEM CONTROLLER



RF EXTENDER • • • • • • • •
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PROGRAMMABLE SYSTEM REMOTE CONTROLLERS



Automatic RF to IR conversion with RC-5400 and RC-9500 IR flood via multiple sending eyes and 4 flasher outputs Four flasher cables with twin IR emitters Selectable ID and channel combinations Approximately 30 metres RF operating distance (open air) Wall fixing possibility Power adaptor included



• • • • • • • • • • •



LCD read out display Multiple display pages and functions with editable labels Programmable direct access hard buttons and cursor control Macro functionality with a large command capacity Clock and timer function Ergonomic design IR carries frequency from 14 kHz up to 70 kHz Blue EL back lighting for LCD and hard buttons Pre-programmed with Marantz IR codes Build-in universal IR code database Clone possibility



PROGRAMMABLE SYSTEM REMOTE CONTROLLERS
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FEATURES Channels Current Feedback Topology Class A Amplification Linear Drive Power Supply CCNE Linear volume control Floating control bus system Power Transformer: Super-ring / Toroidal / El Choke input Shottky diodes HDAM: Standard / SA / SA2 / Current Feedback HDAM cover: Gold plated / Copper plated / Metal / plastic / no shield Input buffer amp (all inputs) Construction: Twin mono / 3-Stage circuit Symmetric PCB Layout System block shielding: Copper / metal / none Chassis : Die-cast / Copper plated / Metal Double Layer Bottom Plate High Grade Audio Components Customised Components BTL Possibility BI-AMP and Multichannel option Current Feedback phono equaliser Balance / Bass / Treble / Loudness Source Direct Separate Solid Heat Sinks Speaker A/B Record Selector: full / copy-source Tape Monitor Auto Power On/Off Low noise LCD display Temperature Gauge Standby Mode



1 • • • • • •/-/• • -/•/-/-



2 • • • • • •/-/• • -/•/-/-



2 • • • • • •/-/• • -/-/•/•



2 • • • • • -/•/• -/-/•/•



-/-/-/•/• -/• •/-/•/•/• • • -/-/-/-/-



-/-/-/•/• -/• •/-/•/•/• • • • •/•/•/• -/• -



-/-/-/•/• -/• • •/-/-/•/• • • • • •/•/•/• • • -/• • -



INPUTS / OUTPUTS Audio Inputs Phono Input: MM / MC Audio Outputs Balanced In/Out External Control In (Composite) Processor In/Out Pre-out / Main-in D-Bus In/Out Gold Plated Cinch Speaker Terminal: Click-fit / Screw / WBT Floating control bus (3.5mm mono jack x 2) AC Outlets (Not for UK model) Headphone Out



2 -/•/-/• • -/-/• • -



5 -/2 •/• •/• -/-/• -



SPECIFICATIONS Power Output (8/4 Ohm RMS) Frequency Range Frequency Response Tot al Harmonic Distortion Bridged Power Output (8 Ohm RMS) Input Sensitivity: MM Input Sensitivity: MC Input Sensitivity: High level Signal to Noise Ratio: High level Signal to Noise Ratio: MM / MC



300/600 Watts 5 Hz-50 kHz (8 ohms,0.05%) 5 Hz-120 kHz +/-3 dB 0.01% -/-/1,7 V / 20 kOhm 120 dB -/-



GENERAL Available colors: Platinum / Gold / Silver / Black Metal Front Panel Power Consumption Detachable Power Cable Remote Control System Remote Function Maximum Dimensions (W x D x H) Weight



-/•/-/• 500 Watts • 459 x 451 x 198 mm 36 kg
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION



PM 400 1



PM 400 1O SE



PM 700 1



Amplifiers



PM 70 01 KI



PM -15 S1



PM -11 S1



SC -7S 1



MA -9S 1



Amplifiers



2 • • -/•/• -/-/-/•



2 • • -/-/• • -/-/-/•



2 • -/-/• -/-/-/-



2 • -/-/• -/-/-/-



-/-/-/•/L/R -/• • -/•/-/-/• • • • • • •/•/•/• • -/• • -



FEATURES Channels Current Feedback Topology Class A Amplification Linear Drive Power Supply CCNE Linear volume control Floating control bus system Power Transformer: Super-ring / Toroidal / El Choke input Shottky diodes HDAM: Standard / SA / SA2 / Current Feedback HDAM cover: Gold plated / Copper plated / metal / plastic / no shield Input buffer amp (all inputs) Construction: Twin mono / 3-Stage circuit Symmetric PCB Layout System block shielding: Copper / metal / none Chassis : Die-cast / Copper plated / metal Double Layer Bottom Plate High Grade Audio Components Customised Components BTL Possibility BI-AMP and Multichannel option Current Feedback phono equaliser Balance / Bass / Treble / Loudness Source Direct Separate Solid Heat Sinks Speaker A/B Record Selector: full / copy-source Tape Monitor Auto Power On/Off Low noise LCD display Temperature Gauge Standby Mode



-/-/-/CD, Function out -/• -/-/• -/•/• • • •/•/•/• • •/•



-/-/-/CD, Function out -/• -/-/• -/-/• • • •/•/•/• • •/•



-/-/-/-/• -/-/• -/-/• • • •/•/•/• • • •/• •



-/-/-/-/• -/-/• -/-/• • •/•/•/• • • •/• •



7 •/• 2 •/•/• -/-/• • •



6 •/• 2 -/•/• • -/-/• • •



INPUTS / OUTPUTS Audio Inputs Phono Input: MM / MC Audio Outputs Balanced In/Out External Control In (Composite) Processor In/Out Pre-out / Main-in D-Bus In/Out Gold Plated Cinch Speaker Terminal: Click-fit / Screw / WBT Floating control bus (3.5 mm mono jack x 2) AC Outlets (Not for UK model) Headphone Out



6 •/2 -/•/• • • -/•/•



6 •/2 -/•/• • CD only -/•/•



6 •/2 -/-/• -/•/•



6 •/2 -/-/• -/•/•



3 Hz-150 kHz +/-3 dB 0.0015% -/-/420 mV /20 kOhm 105 dB -/-



100/200 Watts 5 Hz-40 KHz (8 ohms,0.05%) 5 Hz-100 kHz +/-3 dB 0.01% 2.5 mV / 47 kOhm 230 µV/100 Ohm 220 mV /10 kOhm 112 dB 88/74 dB



90/140 Watts 5 Hz-40 kHz (8 ohms,0.05%) 5 Hz-100 kHz +/-3 dB 0.01% 2.5 mV / 47 kOhm 230 µV/100 Ohm 220 mV /10 kOhm 112 dB 88/74 dB



SPECIFICATIONS Power Output (8/4 Ohm RMS) Frequency Range Frequency Response Tot al Harmonic Distortion Bridged Power Output (8 Ohm RMS) Input Sensitivity: MM Input Sensitivity: MC Input Sensitivity: High level Signal to Noise Ratio: High level Signal to Noise Ratio: MM / MC



70 / 100 Watts 10 Hz-60 kHz (35 W, 0.05%) 10 Hz-80 kHz (+0,-1 dB) 0.01% 2.5 mV / 47 kOhm 200 mV / 20 kOhm 108 dB 85/- dB



70 / 100 Watts 10 Hz-60 kHz (35 W, 0.05%) 10 Hz-80 kHz (+0, -1 dB) 0.01% 2.5 mV / 47 kOhm 200 mV / 20 kOhm 108 dB 85/- dB



40 / 55 Watts 10 Hz-30 kHz (25 W, 0.06%) 10 Hz-50 kHz (+0, -1 dB) 0.005% 2.5 mV / 47 kOhm 170 mV /20 kOhm 104 dB 80/- dB



40 / 55 Watts 10 Hz-30 kHz (25 W, 0.06%) 10 Hz-50 kHz (+0, -1 dB) 0.005% 2.5 mV / 47 kOhm 170 mV /20 kOhm 104 dB 80/- dB



-/•/-/• 18 Watts • RC-7SCS1 459 x 441 x 136 mm 21 kg



•/-/-/• 380 Watts • RC-11PMS1 System 440 x 464 x 162 mm 26 kg



•/-/-/• 220 Watts • RC-11PMS1 System 440 x 444 x 123 mm 18 kg



GENERAL Available colors: Platinum / Gold / Silver / Black Metal Front Panel Power Consumption Detachable Power Cable Remote Control System Remote Function Maximum Dimensions (W x D x H) Weight



-/-/•/• 220 Watts • RC-4001PM System 440 x 364 x 123 mm 11 kg



-/-/•/• • 220 Watts • RC-4001PM System 440 x 364 x 123 mm 10.5 kg



-/-/•/• 100 Watts • RC-4001PM System 440 x 343 x 116 mm 6 kg



-/-/•/• • 100 Watts • RC-4001PM System 440 x 343 x 116 mm 6 kg



TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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FEATURES Disc Capacity CD Compatibility: CD / CD-R/RW / SA-CD SA-CD compatibility: Multi channel / stereo CD-Text / SA-CD Text High Grade Audio Components Customised Components Symmetric circuit layout System block shielding: Copper / metal / none Power Transformer: Super-ring / Toroidal / El HDAM: Standard / SA / Current Feedback HDAM cover: Gold plated / Copper plated / Metal / no shield CCNE Shottky diodes Relay muting Selectable filter: CD / SA-CD Noise shaper (on/off ) DC filter (on/off ) Zero Impedance Matching joint (copper) Separated rectifier circuit for analogue and digital circuitry Digital out circuit off Display: Dimmer / Off Variable Analogue Output Low Noise LCD display Chassis : Die-cast / Copper plated / Metal Double layer bottom plate Bi-directional control via RS232C



1 •/•/-/•/• • -/-/• -/-/-/-/-/-



1 •/•/-/•/• -/-/• -/-/-/-/-/-



-/-



-/-



-/• -/-/• -



-/• -/-/• -



-/• -/-/• -



FEATURES Disc Capacity CD Compatibility: CD / CD-R/RW / SA-CD SA-CD compatibility: Multi-channel / stereo CD-Text / SA-CD Text High Grade Audio Components Customised Components Symmetric circuit layout System block shielding: Copper / metal / none Power Transformer: Super-ring / Toroidal / El HDAM: Standard / SA / Current Feedback HDAM cover: Gold plated / Copper plated / metal / no shield CCNE Shottky diodes Relay muting Selectable filter: CD / SA-CD Noise shaper (on/off ) DC filter (on/off ) Zero Impedance Matching joint (copper) Separated rectifier circuit for analogue and digital circuitry Digital out circuit off Display: Dimmer / Off Variable Analogue Output Low Noise LCD display Chassis : Die-cast / Copper plated / Metal Double layer bottom plate Bi-directional control via RS-232C



30 • •/•/• • • •



30 • •/•/• • • •



30 • •/•/• • • • • • •



30 • •/•/• • • • • • •



PLAYBACK Program Play Auto Music Scan (AMS) Repeat: track / program / A-B Random Play Peak Search Edit Recording Sync Recording Pitch Control Start Sound Mode for SA-CD Quick Replay



32 • •/•/• • • • -



2ch 1 1 • • • •



2ch 1 1 • • • •



2ch 1 1 • • • •



2ch 1 1 • • • •



2ch 1 1 • • • •



INPUTS / OUTPUTS Analogue Out (Cinch) Balanced Out Digital Optical Out Digital Coaxial Out Gold plated Cinch D-Bus In/Out RS232C Headphone Out Headphone Volume Control



2ch 1 1 • • • •



FGSA11 CXD1885Q multi-level DAC SM5866AS DSP (Marantz) DSP (Marantz) HDAM HDAM+Current



FGSA15 CXD1885Q DSD CS4397 CS4397 CS4397 HDAM HDAM+Current



FG-SA7001 CXD1885Q DSD CS4397 CS4397 CS4397 HDAM HDAM



FG-SA7001 CXD1885Q DSD CS4397 CS4397 CS4397 HDAM HDAM



KSS-213CCM TC9462F Multi-bit, Delta-Sigma CS4392 CS4392 CS4392 NJM2114 -



KSS-213CCM TC9462F Multi-bit, Delta-Sigma CS4392 CS4392 CS4392 NJM2068 -



SPECIFICATIONS Mechanism Decoder D/A Conversion DAC IC Digital Filter Noise Shaper Low Pass Filter stage Output Buffer



KSS-213CCM CXD3017Q Multi-bit, Delta-Sigma SM5882 SM5882 SM5882 NJM2114 -



SA-CD AUDIO Frequency Response (Cust.) Dynamic Range (SA) Signal to Noise Ratio (SA) Tot al Harmonic Distortion (SA) Channel Separation (SA)



2 Hz-50 kHz (+0, -3 dB) 114 dB 114 dB 0.0009 100 dB



2 Hz-50 kHz (+0, -3 dB) 111 dB 111 dB 0.0015 100 dB



2 Hz-50 kHz (+0, -3 dB) 111 dB 109 dB 0.0015 100 dB



2 Hz-50 kHz (+0, -3 dB) 111 dB 109 dB 0.0015 100 dB



-



-



SA-CD AUDIO Frequency Response (Cust.) Dynamic Range (SA) Signal to Noise Ratio (SA) Tot al Harmonic Distortion (SA) Channel Separation (SA)



-



CDDA AUDIO Frequency Response Dynamic Range Signal to Noise Ratio Tot al Harmonic Distortion Channel Separation



2 Hz-20 kHz 100 dB 104 dB 0.002 100dB



2 Hz-20 kHz 100 dB 104 dB 0.002 100 dB



2 Hz-20 kHz < 100 dB 103 dB 0.002 100 dB



2 Hz-20 kHz < 100 dB 103 dB 0.002 100 dB



20 Hz- 20 KHz 100 dB 110 dB 0.000025 100 dB



20 H z- 20 KHz 100 dB 110 dB 0,000025 100 dB



CDDA AUDIO Frequency Response Dynamic Range Signal to Noise Ratio Total Harmonic Distortion Channel Separation



20 Hz- 20 KHz 95 dB 105 dB 0,00005 > 90 dB



GENERAL Available colors: Platinum/Gold/Silver/Black Metal Front Panel Remote Control Maximum Dimensions (W x D x H) Weight



•/-/-/• RC-11SAS1 440 x 418 x 123 mm 14 kg



•/-/-/• RC-11SAS1 440 x 419 x 123 mm 13.5 kg



-/-/•/• RC-7001SA 440 x 335 x 124 mm 7. 5 k g



-/-/•/• • RC-7001SA 440 x 335 x 124 mm 6 kg



-/-/•/• RC-5400CD 440 x 317 x 89 mm 3.7 kg



-/-/•/• • RC-5400CD 440 x 317 x 89 mm 3.7 kg



GENERAL Available colors: Platinum / Gold / Silver / Black Metal Front Panel Remote Control Maximum Dimensions (W x D x H) Weight



-/-/-/• RC-4300CC 440 x 393 x 113 mm 5.8 kg



1 •/•/• -/• -/• • • • •/-/•/-/•/-/•



1 •/•/• -/• -/• • • • -/•/-/-/• •/-/•



1 •/•/• -/• -/• • • • -/•/•/-/•



1 •/•/• -/• -/• • • • -/-/• •/-/•



-/-/-/• • • •/• • • •



-/-/-/• • • -/•



-/-/-/• • -/•



-/-/-/• -/•



• • -/• • -/•/• -



• • -/• • -/-/• • -



-/• -/•/-



PLAYBACK Program Play Auto Music Scan (AMS) Repeat: track/program/A-B Random Play Peak Search Edit Recording Sync Recording Pitch Control Start Sound Mode for SA-CD Quick Replay



30 • •/•/• • • •



30 • •/•/• • • •



INPUTS / OUTPUTS Analogue Out (Cinch) Balanced Out Digital Optical Out Digital Coaxial Out Gold plated Cinch D-Bus In/Out RS232C Headphone Out Headphone Volume Control



2ch • 1 1 • • -



SPECIFICATIONS Mechanism Decoder D/A Conversion DAC IC Digital Filter Noise Shaper Low Pass Filter stage Output Buffer
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION



5 •/•/-/-/• -/-/• -/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/• •



CD-DAB Receiver/ CD-Receiver FEATURES Tone Control: Bass / Treble / Bass Boost Presets Auto Tuning RDS: PTY / PS / CT / TA / TP / EON Manual station Naming Clock Sleep Timer Programmable Timer: Once / Daily / Weekday Display Dimmer Pal 60 Conversion Progressive Scan: PAL / NTSC CD Compatibility: CD / CD-R/RW / HDCD / SA-CD/ WMA / MP3 VCD Compatibility: VCD / VCD 2.0 / SVCD DVD Compatibility: DVD-V / DVD-A / DVD-R / DVD-RW (video) / DVD-RW (VR) / DVD+R/RW Image Disc Compatibility: JPEG / Picture CD Auto Aspect Ratio Still Picture Multi Language OSD Multi Channel Down Mix: DD / DTS / MPEG



CR -40 1



CR -60 1



CD Changer



CC -43 00



CD -50 01



CD -50 01



OS E



SA -70 01



SA -70 01 KI



SA -15 S1



SA -11 S1



SA-CD Players/ CD Players



•/•/40 FM / AM 59 DAB • -/•/•/-/-/- +RT • •/•/• -



•/•/40 FM / AM • -/•/•/-/-/- +RT • •/•/• -



•/•/•/-/-/-/• -/-/-



•/•/•/-/-/-/• -/-/-



-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-



-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-



AUDIO Analogue In/out Multi Channel Out Digital Optical In/Out Digital Coaxial In/Out



3/2 • •/1 •/•



3/2 -/1 -/-



OTHER Pre- Amplifier Out Multi-Channel In Speaker Terminal: click fit / Screw D.Bus In/Out AC Outlets (Not for UK Model) Headphone Out



SUBWOOFER x1 • 1/• • 1



SUBWOOFER x1 1/1



SPECIFICATIONS Power Output Number of channels Freq. Response (Analogue In) Signal to Noise Ratio (audio) Tot al Harmonic Distortion (audio)



30 Watts (4 Ohm) 2 10 Hz - 50 kHz 97 dB 0.2% (1 kHz)



30 Watts (4 Ohm) 2 10 Hz - 50 kHz 97 dB 0.2% (1 kHz)



DAB SECTION Receiving Range DAB Signal to Noise Ratio (Mono/Stereo) DAB Tot al Harmonic Distortion (Mono/Stereo) DAB Frequency response DAB Channel Selectivity DAB Usable Sensitivity DAB Stereo Separation DAB



Band III / L-Band 0.2% 20 Hz - 20 kHz -



-



TUNER SECTION FM Frequency Range FM Signal to Noise Ratio (Mono/Stereo) FM Tot al Harmonic Distortion (Mono/Stereo) FM Stereo Separation FM



87.5 - 108 MHz 66/55 dB 0.4/0.46% 37 dB (1 kHz)



87.5 - 108 MHz 66/55 dB 0.4/0.46% 37 dB (1 kHz)



TUNER SECTION AM Frequency Range AM Signal to Noise Ratio AM Distortion AM



522 - 1611 kHz 35 dB 1.60%



523 - 1611 kHz 35 dB 1.60%



GENERAL Available colors Silver Metal Front Panel Remote Control Maximum Dimensions (W x D x H) Weight



• • Yes 210 x 145 x 333 mm 6 kg



• • Yes 210 x 145 x 333 mm 6 kg



TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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-/-/• -/-/-/-/-/• •/•/•/• • • -/• • •



TUNER FEATURES Broadcast bands: FM / MW / LW Dual Gate MOS-FET Phase Lock Loop Synthesizer Presets Auto Tuning RDS: PTY/PS/CT/TA/TP Station Naming Sleep / Timer Birdy Whistle Elimination Circuitry



•/•/• -30 • •/•/-/-/• • •/• •



INPUTS / OUTPUTS Audio Inputs Phono Input: MM / MC Audio Outputs Video inputs Video outputs Processor In/Out Pre-out / Main-in FM Antenna AM Antenna D-Bus In/Out Gold Plated Cinch Speaker Terminal: Click-fit / Screw / WBT AC Outlets (Not for UK model) Headphone Out



7 •/3 3 2 •/• 1 1 • -/•/•



SPECIFICATIONS Power Output (8/4 Ohm RMS) Frequency Range Frequency Response Tot al Harmonic Distortion Input Sensitivity: MM Input Sensitivity: MC Input Sensitivity: High level Signal to Noise Ratio High Level Signal to Noise Ratio MM/MC



80/- Watts 20 Hz - 20 kHz 10 Hz - 65 kHz (-3 dB) 0,08% 2.6 mV 200 mV / 47 kOhm >95 dB >70 dB



TUNER SECTION FM Frequency Range Signal to Noise Ratio (Mono/Stereo) Tot al Harmonic Distortion (Mono/Stereo) Frequency response Usable Sensitivity Stereo Separation



87.5 - 108.0 MHz >70 dB / >65 dB 40 dB 0.09% WRMS, +/- 0.1% w.Peak • 440 x 286 x 124 mm 3.9 kg



TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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FEATURES Display: Colour / BW Screen Type: Touch / Display Transmission IR / RF / 2w-IR / 2w-RF Learnable: IR / RF Pre-Programmed (RC-5) Pre-Programmed (Other than RC-5) Direct Access Buttons Cursor Control Programmable Direct Access Buttons Transparent Graphics Blending Transparency Device Menu Page Menu Macro Programming: Macro Area / any button Device Scroll Page Scroll: Hard / Soft Keys System Area: Fixed / Customisable Contrast Control: Analogue / Digital Label: Device / Page Assignable: Device Action / Jumps Adjustable Font Size Backlight Screen: White / Blue / Green Backlight Hard Buttons: Blue / Green File Type PC Editing Program PC Software Compatibility Setup Protection PC Connection: Serial / USB Clock / Date Indication Timer Motion Sensor



•/•/•/•/-/•/• 18 • 15 • • • • -/• • •/• -/• -/• •/• •/• • •/-/•/PCF Wizz-it 9 Win XP Pro • -/• •/• • •



-/• •/•/•/-/•/• 18 • 15 • • • -/• • •/• -/• -/• •/• •/• • -/•/•/PCF Wizz-it Win XP Pro • -/• •/• •



-/• •/•/-/•/•/• 20 • 17 •/• •/•/-/• •/-/-/•/•/NCF RC-3200 Setup •/•/-



RC -14 00



RC -32 00



RC -54 00



RC -95 00



System Controllers



-/• -/• •/-/-/•/• • 54 • 52 •/•/•/-/•/•/-/•/• -



SPECIFICATIONS LCD Screen Size (W x H) Editable Screen Area Resolution Colours Greyscale Levels Flash Memory Size SRAM Memory Size IR Operating Distance IR Angle IR Carrier Frequency Learning Distance Learning Angle RF Operating Distance (Open Air) RF Carrier Frequency 2w-IR Operating Distance Number of Commands per Macro Operating Temperature



56 x 93 mm 100% 320 x 240 64,000 16 Mb (48 Mb via SW upgrade) 512 kb 10 m 160° 56 kHz / 455 kHz 1-10 cm 15° 30 m 434 MHz, +/- 100 kHz 250 0°-50°C



56 x 93 mm 100% 320 x 240 16 8 Mb 512 kb 10 m 160° 56 kHz / 455 kHz 1-10 cm 15° 30 m 434 MHz, +/- 100 kHz 250 0°-50°C



43 x 67 mm 80% 160 x 100 4 1 Mb 512 kb 10 m 160° 56 kHz / 455 kHz 2-10 cm 15° 10 m 1000 5°-45°C



24 x 40.5 mm 5 x 7dot, 5digit x 1 line 1 512 kb 10 m 160° 14 kHz - 70 kHz 5 cm 15° 20 5°-45°C



ACCESSORIES Recharging Dock Station Cable for PC Connection: USB / RS232c Rechargeable Battery / Normal Battery Battery Type AC to DC Power Adaptor Other



• •/•/NiMH 4.8 V • RX-77 (not included)



• •/•/NiMH 4,8 V • RX-77 (not included)



-/• -/• AA (3x) -



-/-/• AAA (3x) -



GENERAL Colour Dimensions (W x H x L) Weight (with batteries) Weight (without batteries)



Black metallic 90 x 153 x 33.5 mm 249 g 198 g



Silver 89 x 149 x 38 mm 249 g 198 g



Silver 74 x 177 x 33 mm 235 g 165 g



Light Grey 57 x 224 x 30 mm 175 g 140 g
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



3-STAGE AMPLIFICATION The 3-stage amplification concept offers an extremely wide frequency range needed for the high resolution formats like SA-CD and DVD-A. In addition it influences the overall performance in relation to speed and accuracy. The first amplification stage is built into the pre amplifier followed by a voltage amplification and the 3rd and final is the power output stage to guarantee high current output driving speakers more vividly and dynamically. CHOKE INPUT TOPOLOGY In the power supply section, the choke input topology is adopted to drastically reduce rectifier harmonic noise. This system is especially suitable for a control amplifier in which very small signal amplification occurs. COPPER PLATED CHASSIS A copper plated chassis provides the best shielding against noise or electromagnetic distortion radiating from other components in the equipment. It prevents this noise from being amplified together with the audio signal. COPPER SHIELDING Some section of a player or amplifier might produce high frequency distortion or electro-magnetic radiation. To eliminate this negative effect causing signal distortion we add in certain products additional copper shielding to protect the sensitive areas or parts, improving the overall sound quality. CURRENT FEEDBACK Current Feedback amplification is a well known, Marantz’ original circuit technology. The Current Feedback amplifier technology fits perfectly with the high requirements set for Super Audio software providing wide-bandwidth, high-speed reproduction. The impedance at the Current Feedback point is limited resulting in a very low phase shift. Marantz receivers and amplifiers equipped with Current Feedback can keep the phase compensation via Negative FeedBack (NFB) to a minimum, resulting in high through-rate, excellent transient response and superb sonic transparency for the full bandwidth. Unlike conventional Voltage Feedback amplification, the Current Feedback amplification makes the power amplifier in sensitive to difficult loudspeaker loads. CUSTOMISED COMPONENTS On paper an electrical component might look excellent but the result may fall short of the combined design expectations. Marantz selects the appropriate components for the specific design application. In some cases it’s simply not possible to use standard components that meet the high Marantz standards. These components will then be specially made for Marantz in close cooperation with the Marantz engineers. D-Bus To optimise equipment in terms of ease of use, Marantz has designed the D-Bus system. Received remote control commands are communicated via this bus. This enables equipment without IR-receiver like tuners or hidden system together with an external IR eye to be controlled via the bypacked Marantz System Remote Controller. DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCASTING (DAB) DAB is a digital radio system. It offers near CD-quality sound, more stations, additional radio and data services and therefore wider choice of programs, the ease of tuning and interference free reception for the listener, plus the information potential of data, graphics and text. DAB is broadcast on terrestrial networks, and you are able to receive it using solely a tiny nondirectional stub antenna. DVD-AUDIO DVD-Audio is a music format that takes advantage of the high storage capacity of the DVD to present high quality audio up to six channel. For six channel amplification, DVD-Audio provides the possibility to have 24 bit-96 kHz audio information for all six channels, which results in an increased dynamic range (144 dB) and an increased frequency range (0-96 kHz). In a two channel amplification, DVD-Audio expands the limit of the sampling rate to 192 kHz.



HYPER DYNAMIC AMPLIFIER MODULES (HDAM) Marantz developed it’s own discrete circuit boards to replace the IC’s. These HDAM’s consists of discrete surface mount components with short mirror image L/R signal paths. Those devices are doing exactly the same thing as the Op-Amps, but outperform the regular IC Op-amps dramatically in terms of the Slew Rate, resulting in a much more dynamic, accurate and detailed sound. IEEE1394 (i-link) The IEEE 1394 easy-to-use and high-speed bus easily handles multimedia bandwidth requirements and provides an universal interface for a variety of devices. This digital connection ensures that digital data streams of high resolution formats like SA-CD and DVD-A, are transferred without changing the integrity of the digital signal for both multichannel and stereo. LINEAR VOLUME CONTROL Linear volume control offers minimal cross talk with a very precise volume adjustment over a range from 0 dB to 100 dB with a gang error less than +/0.5 dB. MARANTZ ROOM ACOUSTIC CALIBRATION (MRAC) Based on our room acoustics knowledge and expertise already shown in previous products the Marantz Room Acoustic Calibration (MRAC) was developed. Taking into account reflections from walls, ceiling and floor and our knowledge about psycho-acoustics, MRAC optimises the sound for the room acoustics. With a supplied microphone placed on your listening position, a powerful DSP analyzes accurately and sets the sound configuration for your listening room fully automatically. MRAC can tests and controls speaker configuration, speaker size, trim and distance/delay. MRAC ADVANCE The MRAC advance is the extended and optimised version of the MRAC. The MRAC advance comes along with a 9-band equaliser for an optimised frequency response. SUPER AUDIO CD Super Audio CD (SA-CD) is a next generation of music format that provides a more natural, ultra-high quality sound. It offers a smooth migration path to a higher quality sound, as all existing CDs can be played on the SA-CD player. SA-CD is based on the Direct Stream Digital (DSD) technology, which uses 1 bit delta-sigma modulation and a sampling frequency that is 64 times higher than that of the CD. This enables the SA-CD to offer a frequency range up to 100 kHz and a dynamic range of 120 dB. SUPER-RING TRANSFORMER Super-ring transformer has the same advantage with a toroidal transformer such as high efficiency, stability, and speed. In addition the super-ring transformer outperforms the toroidal transformer on certain aspects. Thanks to its round shape of the core, the super-ring transformer’s electro-magnetic radiation and mechanical vibration are extremely low. SYMMETRICAL CIRCUIT LAYOUT To achieve the best possible sonic performance, signal paths need to be short, direct and mirror imaged. The construction of our circuitry provides improved stereo imaging by ensuring close to perfect symmetry between right and left channel layout. TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER Toroidal transformer has several advantages over a normal EI core transformer. It is very efficient and therefore delivers more power compared to the same size of an EI core transformer. In addition, due to its shape, the electromagnetic radiation and the mechanical vibration are extremely low. ZERO IMPEDANCE MATCHING JOINT Improves the signal to noise ratio significantly by adding a copper plated bracket across the output terminals of the player providing the best ground contact possible.
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SELECTION OF AWARDS SR-7500



AV RECEIVER OF THE YEAR ‘05 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



PM-15S1



EISA BEST PRODUCT 2005-2006



MORE FROM MARANTZ



VP-12S2



VIDEO PROJECTOR OF THE YEAR ‘03 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



SR-7300



AV RECEIVER OF THE YEAR ‘03 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



2006 - 2007



DV-17



1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



Hi-Fi Components



DV-8300



EUROPEAN AUDIO PLAYER 2002-2003; EUROPEAN IMAGING AND SOUND ASSOCIATION



DV-8300



HIFI COMPONENT OF THE YEAR ‘02 MEDIA TOTAAL MAGAZINE, HOLLAND



2005



Home Theatre



DV-4100 OSE



PRODUCT OF THE YEAR ‘01 WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, U.K. SOUND AND VISION AWARD ‘01 WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, U.K.



SR-14mkII



1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY HOME THEATRE AWARD ‘01 HOME THEATRE MAGAZINE, FRANCE



SR-9200



HOME CINEMA COMPONENT OF THE YEAR ‘02 MEDIA TOTAAL MAGAZINE, HOLLAND



Home Theatre Each and every one of our Home Theatre Components is capable of reproducing the purest, most realistic sonic performance in your home. We know that true AV is about being able to reproduce the magic of the soundtrack. It’s about experiencing movies as the producer intended and music just as the artist recorded.



SR-4200



BEST BUY ‘01 WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, U.K.



AV-9000



GOLDEN EAR ‘01 AUDIO MAGAZINE, GERMANY



PM-17mkII



GOLDEN EAR ‘01 AUDIO MAGAZINE, GERMANY



PM-7000



GOLDEN EAR ‘01 AUDIO MAGAZINE, GERMANY 1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



CD-17mkII



1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



CD-6000 OSE



GOLDEN EAR ‘01 AUDIO MAGAZINE, GERMANY 1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



CD-6000 OSE LE



BEST CD PLAYER ‘01 DIAPASON MAGAZINE, FRANCE



CD-6000 KI



BEST CD PLAYER ‘01 ON/OFF MAGAZINE, SPAIN



DR-6000



BEST RECORDING MEDIA ‘01 HOME ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE, U.K.



ST-6000



1ST PLACE READERS CHOICE ‘01 STEREOPLAY MAGAZINE, GERMANY



DV-18



DVD PLAYER OF THE YEAR ‘01 AVL MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



SR-18



AV RECEIVER OF THE YEAR ‘00 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



SR-7400



AV RECEIVER OF THE YEAR ‘04 SOUND & IMAGE MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA



For additional information or demonstration centres, please contact the Australian Marantz distributor, QualiFi Pty Ltd Phone: (03) 8542 1111 • email: [email protected] • www.marantz.com.au • www.qualifi.com.au



SR-4500



BEST SURROUND AMP/RECEIVER UNDER $2,000. SMARTHOUSE BEST OF THE BEST AWARDS 2005.



Marantz reserves the right to change the design and specification of goods without notice.• Microsoft, HDCD, and the HDCD logo are trademarks ,or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation • Kodak and Kodak Picture CD are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Company • Super Audio CD, SA-CD and the SA-CD logo are registered trademarks of Royal Philips Electronics NV and Sony Corporation • Direct Stream Digital and DSD logo are trademarks of the Sony Corporation.
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C&K Components - RS Components 

K01 10 mm square snap-on. K02 Ã¸8 mm round snap-on. K03 8,5 x 3,8 mm single floating. K04 18,5 x 3,8 mm double floating. K05 5 mm square. Button Color.
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DSP-AX450 - HiFi vintage 

Remove 2 screws (5) and then slide the Sub Chassis Unit forward. (Fig. 1) b. Loosen the harness fixture fixing the cable. c. Remove CB306, CB309, CB505 and ...
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AUTO-HIFI - al101fr 

4 x 40 Watt Max. CD-Tuner avec rÃ©production. MP3 / CD-R / CD-RW, lecteur carte mÃ©moire MMC/SD et porte USB intÃ©grÃ©s, faÃ§ade amovible et radio PLL-FM.
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75 - HiFi vintage 

MP3 (ISO 9660). : 96, 112, 128, 256 kbps & ...... 3258 F10. 3259 F10. 3260 F11. 3261 F11. 3262 G5. 3263 G6. 3264 F13. 3265 G6. 3266 G12 ...... DQS0. 115. UP1_5. 101. 102. UP1_6. UP1_7. 103. UP3_0. 104. UP3_1. 105. UP3_4. 106. 107.
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NR1501 - Hifi Vintage 

Un amplificateur discret à 7 canaux revendiquant .... une lumière fluorescente ou une autre source ...... portable de tous les appareils audio électroniques.
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YST-SW320 - HiFi vintage 

One that lets the sound come through loud and clear without annoying .... line only when the POWER switch on the rear panel is set in the OFF ..... If that occurs, set the AUTO. STANDBY ... position. However, according to your speaker systems.
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NR1501 - Hifi Vintage 

Cette prise d'entrée audio accepte les raccordements à un lecteur audio .... À raccorder à un composant Marantz équipé de ...... sur une étagère étroite ou dans.
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Service Manual - HiFi vintage 

Please use this service manual with referring to the user guide ( D.F.U. ) without ...... Adjust variable resistors (RM114, RM214, ..., RM614) according to the digital .... Matsushita Electronic Components Co., Ltd. Part No. (MJI). Type No. (MEC).
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DSP-AX450 - HiFi vintage 

â€œF1, 2: FOR CONTINUED PROTECTION AGAINST RISK OF FIRE, REPLACE ... The P.C.B.s installed in this unit are soldered using the ...... circuit. Register. Result of status change detection. Bypass. To each control section ..... /IC. Is. Initial clear i
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Protection components 

control and protection of motors, conforming to standards IEC 947-2 and IEC 947-4-1. Type of connection ... and impact, which is even more effective if conductors without cable ends are used. Each connector ... Standard power ratings. Setting.
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Service Manual - hifi vintage 

3. AM-ZF. 4. FM-Oszillator. 5. ... FM;. Connect a DC Voltmeter to FMP07. Connect a sweep generator to aerial input. Center fre- ..... DEMODULATOR. HP. 80kHz.
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75 - HiFi vintage 

Le norme di sicurezza esigono che l'apparecchio venga rimesso nelle condizioni ... SD6.1 Service Test Program dd wk0413 .... CBLE STO-8 1P/090/1P OE BK.
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Service Manual - HiFi vintage 

Please use this service manual with referring to the user guide ( D.F.U. ) without fail. AV Surround .... SHOCK, FIRE HAZARD SERVICE TEST : CAUTION : After ... WILDASH AUDIO SYSTEMS NZ ... SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN, MALAYSIA.
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3010R - HiFi vintage 

Remote sensor(KAF-3010 ONLY). 5. PHONES. A SPEAKER B .... Refer to the schematic diagram for the value of resistors and capacitors. ..... 2.2K 2W. R555. 1. 2. 1. 3. 2. C562 0.01. C536 0.01. C561 0.01. C560 0.01. 110-120V. 5 ... For continued protecti
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Components 

The device uses Bluetooth Smart to transmit the heart beat rate at intervals to a ... Please note that Bluetooth Smart is only supported by Bluetooth 4.0. Older.
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DVD Service Manual - Vintage HiFi 

This Supplement Service Manual describes the DVD player GDP5120 in the series ...... DVD High End AV (CAD 5) ...... CINCH-BUCHSE 1-FACH LP SK. J6.
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CD5400 CD Player - HiFi vintage 

Power Transformer. Display Off. CD Text. Random/ Repeat Play. Recording Edit Mode. AMS (Auto Music Scan) Mode. Peak Search. Disc Changeable In Play.
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product guide - car-hifi-pool 

DolbyÂ® Pro-LogicÂ® II .... The all MOSFET 2/4-channel amps pack enough power to run 2-Ohm or 4-Ohm subwoofers with ease and their dual function EQ can ...
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Appendix J: New Components and Special Instructions .fr 

The infrared LED featured in chapters 5 and 6 is now a 3-part assembly (see ... These infrared LEDs significantly extend the Boe-Bot's ability to remotely detect.
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Plant fibre reinforced cement components for roofing .fr 

chanical properties, cost, durability in natural wet envi- ... Physical and mechanical properties of vegetable and polypropylene fibres ... Cement:sand ratio1:1.5.
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Module 6: Building XP Embedded Components Using ... .fr 

domain names, e-mail addresses, logos, people, places, and events depicted herein are fictitious, and no association with any real company, organization, ...
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Service Manual CDR779 - HiFi vintage 

2147. 4822 126 13482 470nF 80/20% 16V. 2148. 4822 124 22726 4.7ÂµF 35V. 2149. 3198 016 36810 0603 25V 680P COL R. 2150. 4822 126 12105 50V 33nF ...
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102 TM-CNC - PEARL HiFi 

Filetage. (jusqu'à 2000 min-1). Rainurage avec rayons ou chanfreins. Taraudage rigide. (gauche et droite) ... Métrique / Inch. Programmation ISO possible.
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Video Service Manual - HiFi vintage 

Processor and Decoder . ..... Please note the Grundig Catalog "Test and Measuring Equipment" .... Digitale Audio AnschlÃ¼sse (PCM/MPEG2/AC3/DTS).
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